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Abstract
How the brain gives rise to conscious experience is one of the central
unsolved problems in neuroscience. Along the cortical hierarchy a progressively
larger proportion of cells modulate their spiking activity according to the subject’s
perceptual state. We hypothesized that the state of the cortex might determine the
efficiency of the propagation of activity from lower to higher cortical areas and

thereby the emergence of awareness. We therefore compared activity propagation
from lower to higher cortical areas between perceived and identical non-perceived
stimuli. We recorded the activity of neurons in area V1, V4 and the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex of macaque monkeys during a task that required the detection of
weak visual stimuli. We found that stimuli that reach awareness elicit a stronger
initial feedforward response at all these levels of the cortical hierarchy than stimuli
that remain subliminal. The difference between the representations of perceived
and non-perceived stimuli increased at higher levels of the cortical hierarchy, in
accordance with less efficient feedforward propagation when perception fails.
Furthermore, stronger stimuli only got lost at the higher hierarchical levels. As a
direct test of propagation failures within cortex, we induced phosphenes with
weak microstimulation pulses in V1, close to the perceptual threshold. Perceived
V1 phosphenes elicited stronger V4 activity than phosphenes that were missed,
suggesting that an inefficiency of the cortico-cortical interactions is at least partly
responsible for the failures of propagation. Our results provide new insights how
stimuli of constant strength can yield different perceptual outcomes.
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Introduction
Understanding how awareness emerges in the brain is one of the major
challenges that remains to be addressed in neuroscience. If stimuli are weak they
are sometimes perceived and sometimes not. How does the activity elicited by a
stimulus that enters awareness differ from that elicited by an identical stimulus
that does not, across various levels of the hierarchically organized visual cortex 1?

Every sensory stimulus elicits a complex pattern of neuronal activity that
is distributed across a large number of cortical areas. Feedforward connections
propagate information from lower areas that represent simple features to higher
areas that represent more complex aspects of the visual world. The higher areas
also provide feedback to influence sensory representations in the lower areas 1.
Many theories about the neuronal correlates of visual awareness have argued that
information needs to be integrated across different levels of the brain before it can
enter into consciousness. It has been proposed, for instance, that feedforward
processing alone is not sufficient for conscious access 2 but that recurrent loops
enabled by feedback connections from higher to lower areas are essential for visual awareness. Previous studies have provided strong support for this claim by
demonstrating that conscious access is indeed related to recurrent processing 3. A
highly influential theory is the Global Neuronal Workspace (GNW) model 4, which
posits that conscious access occurs once information gains access to a global
neuronal workspace that enables the sharing of information between cortical
processors. In this framework, sensory activity first needs to be propagated to the
higher stages of the cortical hierarchy. If this activity propagation is strong enough,
it can lead to ‘global ignition’ through recurrent interactions such that the
information becomes available globally throughout the cortex. If the activity propagation is weaker, global ignition will not occur and the stimulus remains subliminal. The factors that determine efficient activity propagation towards the global
workspace and the level where activity propagation fails for those stimuli that stay
subliminal has not yet been resolved5–7.
A useful strategy to study the neuronal correlates of awareness, is to hold
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the sensory input constant while perception fluctuates and to then compare
neuronal activity between perceived and identical non-perceived stimuli. A
number of studies that adopted this strategy capitalized on binocular rivalry8,9
where the two eyes see different stimuli and perception alternates between the
two eyes. Rivalry studies have demonstrated that along the cortical hierarchy a
progressively larger proportion of cells (~18% in V1, ~20% in MT, ~25% in V4
and almost all cells in inferotemporal cortex) modulate their spiking activity according to the subjective visibility of the stimuli presented to the two eyes. Similar
findings were reported in a related general flash suppression paradigm 10, which
revealed that the spiking of neurons in higher area V4, but not in early areas V1
and V2, reflects the visibility of a stimulus. Other studies have used a backward
masking method where a briefly presented stimulus is followed by a strong mask
so that the initial stimulus is hard to perceive. These studies found that the initial
feedforward response in sensory areas is preserved for masked targets 11,12,13, con-

firming that the feedforward response is not sufficient for awareness.Additionally,
these studies also revealed that the feedforward response in higher cortical areas
like frontal eye fields (FEF)14,15, IT cortex16 and human medial temporal lobe17 is
reduced for stimuli that are not perceived. This reduction of activity in the higher
areas also decreases the activity of feedback connections back to the lower sensory
areas, thus explaining why later neuronal response components in sensory areas
are correlated with awareness.
Binocular rivalry studies rely on the competition between stimuli in the

two eyes and masking studies on the competition between a stimulus and a mask.
A complementary approach has been to present weak stimuli, which are close to
the threshold of perception, and to examine how they get lost when they fail to
reach awareness. EEG studies have observed an early component that is weaker if
visual stimuli are missed18, but the precise origin of this EEG component and the
relation to spiking activity in the early visual cortex remains unknown. Furthermore, studies in somatosensory cortex demonstrated that the feedforward
response in sensory areas does not predict the entry of weak tactile stimuli into
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awareness, whereas activity in frontal cortex is correlated with awareness 19,20. The
fate of weak visual stimuli that remain subliminal therefore remains unclear.
In the present study, we investigated neuronal activity at different stages
along the visual cortical hierarchy elicited by weak visual stimuli to address the
following questions: (1) Where in the visual hierarchy does the information about
subliminal stimuli get lost? (2) Is the locus of the bottleneck for conscious perception constant or does it depend on stimulus strength?

Results
We carried out two experiments. In the first experiment, monkeys had to
detect weak visual stimuli while we recorded neuronal activity in areas V1 and V4
of the visual cortex, and in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC). The second
experiment directly examined cortico-cortical information transfer as the monkeys
reported phosphenes elicited with electrical microstimulation in area V1 while we

recorded neuronal activity in V4.
Contrast detection task
We first investigated neuronal activity with a task in which monkeys had
to detect low contrast stimuli (Fig. 1a) while we recorded multi-unit activity
(MUA) in area V1, V4 and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC). The animal
first directed gaze to a fixation point, and in half of the trials we presented a 2° low
contrast stimulus in the neurons’ receptive field for 50 ms. After a delay of 500 ms,
the monkey reported that he saw the stimulus by making a saccade to its previous
location. In the other half of trials, we did not present the stimulus and the monkey
had to make a saccade to a grey circle (we will refer to this circle as “reject dot”).
We adjusted the contrast of the stimulus with a staircase procedure that kept it
close to the threshold of perception, at an accuracy of ~80% (see methods) (Fig.
1b).
Example recordings from individual recording sites in V1, V4 and dlPFC
illustrate that the activity in response to the stimulus increased with contrast (we
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Figure 1. Contrast detection task. (a) Sequence of events. In half of the trials a
low contrast stimulus was presented after 300 ms of fixation. In the other half of
the trials there was no stimulus. After another 500 ms the monkey reported the
stimulus by making a saccade to its previous location and the absence of the stimulus by making a saccade to the grey circle (reject dot). (b) Psychometric detection
curve for an example recording in monkey B. We determined two thresholds,
ӨLow (accuracy of 40%) and ӨHigh (accuracy of 80%), based on the psychometric
function. (c) The upper panels illustrate activity elicited by different stimulus contrasts at example recording sites. The lower panels illustrate population activity
sorted based on the stimulus categories difficult (contrast<ӨLow), intermediate
(ӨLow<contrast<ӨHigh) and easy (contrast>ӨHigh). The grey square illustrates the
stimulus duration (50 ms). Responses to the low contrasts were normalized to the
activity elicited by a high contrast stimulus (see Methods).

here report Weber contrast, see methods) in all these areas (Fig. 1c, top panels). As
we had adjusted the stimulus eccentricity to the neurons’ receptive fields, (RFs)
the contrast threshold (ӨHigh; defined as the contrast associated with an accuracy of
80%) varied between 2.5 and 7% and was comparable between monkeys and
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recordings in the different brain regions (Fig. 2). We were also interested in the
neuronal correlates for the perception of very weak stimuli, so we also defined a
second threshold, ӨLow, the contrast associated with an accuracy of 40% and
categorized stimulus strength into three categories; easy (contrast>ӨHigh), intermediate (ӨLow< contrast<ӨHigh) and difficult (contrast<ӨLow). As expected, higher contrasts elicited more activity than lower contrasts in V1 (time-window from 0-300
ms after stimulus onset, t-tests, all ps<10-3, NLow=23, NIntermediate=25, NHigh=33), V4
(all ps < 0.05, NLow=29, NIntermediate=34, NHigh=36) and dlPFC (all ps < 0.05, NLow=14,
NIntermediate=20, NHigh=17) (Fig. 1c, lower panels).

Figure 2. Contrast thresholds. Distribution of contrast thresholds ӨHigh
(accuracy of 80%) across recording sessions in V1, V4 and dlPFC.
Within each category, we compared neuronal activity between
‘Seen-trials’, in which the monkey detected the stimulus to ‘Miss-trials’, in which it
did not, while ensuring that the contrast levels of the stimuli were identical in
every comparison (see methods). Figure 3 illustrates the activity of example
recording sites in V1, V4 and dlPFC. In all three areas, the initial visual responses

were larger in ‘Seen-trials’ (time-window 0-300 ms after stimulus onset; t-tests, all
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categories ps < 0.05), which implies that ‘Miss-trials’ were associated with less
efficient propagation of visual information. We also compared the activity between
trials where the monkey correctly reported the absence of the visual stimulus
(correct rejection) to those in which he made a false-alarm. Neurons at the example, V1, V4 and dlPFC recording, sites all distinguished between correct rejections
and false alarms (time window 200-0 ms before saccade; all areas p < 10 -3) (black
and blue curves in Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Neuronal activity at example recording sites in V1, V4 and dlPFC.
Activity elicited by ‘Seen’ (green curves) and ‘Miss’ stimuli (red curves) at example
recording sites in V1 and (a) V4 (b) in monkey D and dlPFC in monkey J (c) with
contrasts <ӨLow (difficult, left panels), between ӨLow and ӨHigh (intermediate, middle) and higher than ӨHigh (easy, right). The black curves illustrate trials in which
the monkey correctly reported the absence of a stimulus and the blue curves illustrate activity in trials with a false alarm.
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Figure 4. Average activity in V1, V4 and dlPFC. (a) Activity elicited in V1
(upper panels), V4 (middle panels) and dlPFC (lower panels) by contrasts lower
than ӨLow (difficult, left), between ӨLow and ӨHigh (intermediate, middle) and higher
than ӨHigh (easy, right) for contrast-matched ‘Seen-trials’ (green curves) and
‘Miss-trials’ (red). The lower right panel illustrates the activity of dlPFC neurons
tuned to saccade direction. The black curves illustrate activity in trials in which the
monkeys correctly reported the absence of a stimulus and the blue curves activity
in trials with false alarms. (b) Miss fraction (ActivityMiss/ActivitySeen x 100%) in V1
(red bars), V4 (blue) and dlPFC (green) in the different stimulus categories, measured in a time window from 0-300 ms after stimulus onset.
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We observed similar results when we pooled activity across all recording
sites per cortical region. Stimuli that were seen elicited stronger activity than those
missed with the same contrast (Fig. 4 and Fig. S1) (N V1=35, NV4=37, NdlPFC=28,
t-tests, all areas and all categories p < 0.01). Furthermore, in all areas the extra
activity was maintained until the saccade (time window 200-0 ms before saccade;
V1, t34=2.93, p < 10-3; V4, t36=5.19, p < 10-3 and dlPFC, t27=4.49, p < 10-3) (Fig. S2a).
We also observed a neuronal correlate for false-alarms at the population
level. In dlPFC and V4 the activity was higher in false alarm trials than in trials
where the monkey made a correct rejection (time window 200-0 ms before saccade; dlPFC, t27=4.46, p < 10-3; V4, t36=4.77, p < 10-3), although this effect was not
significant for V1 (t34=1.83, p = 0.07). Interestingly, the difference in activity between false alarms and correct rejections was present before stimulus onset (time
window 300-0 ms before stimulus onset) in all areas (NV1=35, NV4=37, NdlPFC=28, t
-tests, p < 0.05), suggesting that this bias to report stimulus presence was related

to increased cortical excitability (Fig. S2b). In dlPFC, the transformation of activity
during false alarm trials into an eye movement plan was visible around the time of
the saccade toward their receptive field (time window 200-0 ms before saccade;
t27=4.49, p < 10-3, n=15 in monkey E, n=13 in monkey J) (Fig. S2a).
Our finding that the initial visual response in V1 already differs between
‘Seen-trials’ and ‘Miss-trials’ implies that information about weak visual stimuli is
lost at the early stages of the visual pathway, and suggests that fluctuations in the
reliability of the propagation of activity from the retina to V1, or within V1 itself,

influences whether a stimulus reaches awareness. To examine the locus of the
information loss for non-perceived stimuli, we computed the miss-fraction, i.e. the
fraction of activity that remained for non-perceived stimuli (Activitymiss/
Activityseen*100%), in a time-window from stimulus onset to 300 ms after stimulus
onset (Fig. 4b). For the weakest stimuli, the miss-fraction was 46% in V1 and only
14% in V4, implying that more spikes had been lost in V4 than in V1 (t 46=2.47, p <
0.01, NV1=27 NV4=26).
In contrast, between V1 and V4, the ‘miss-fractions’ did not significantly
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differ for intermediate (V1 49%, V4 62%) and strong stimuli (V1, 71%, V4 83%)
(both ps > 0.05). Interestingly, this pattern was reversed between V4 and dlPFC.
The ‘miss-fraction’ did not differ significantly between V4 and dlPFC for the
weakest stimuli (14% vs. 18%; t38=0.24, p>0.05, NV4=26, NdlPFC=14). However, the
‘miss-fractions’ differed for intermediate (62% vs. 33%, t50=3.44, p < 0.05, NV4=33,
NdlPFC=19) and strong stimuli between these two areas (83% vs. 22%, t 49=3.96, p <
10-3, NV4=34, NdlPFC=17), indicating that stronger stimuli tended to get lost between
V4 and dlPFC.
Thus, in miss trials the information about weaker stimuli gets lost at earlier levels of the visual cortex than information about stronger stimuli. It is noteworthy that the strength of activity in V1 and V4 on miss trials with the stronger
stimuli (red curves in right panels of Fig. 4) was comparable to that on seen trials
with a weak stimulus (green curves in left panel) (V1, V4, p>0.05). In contrast,
activity in dlPFC elicited by seen stimuli was always stronger than that elicited by

missed stimuli. This result supports our conjecture that activity about strong stimuli that were missed must have been lost at a stage between V4 and dlPFC. The
effects were consistent between monkeys (Fig. S3) and are observed when we
calculated d-prime (see methods) rather than the accuracy in target-present trials
to subdivide the stimulus intensities into categories (Fig. S4).
Phosphene detection task
There are multiple routes for visual information to reach the higher visual

areas, some of which bypass area V121. To directly investigate the putative loss of
information along cortico-cortical pathways, we next activated V1 with electrical
microstimulation. Electrical stimulation of V1 elicits a phosphene, which is an
artificial percept of light at the location of the receptive field of the RF of the stimulated neurons22–25. The monkeys’ task was identical to the contrast detection task,
but now the monkeys had to report the phosphene, which was elicited with 5
microstimulation pulses (200 Hz) applied to an electrode in V1, by making an eye
movement to the location of the artificial percept (Fig. 5a). We started every
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Figure 5. Influence of V1-induced phosphenes on activity in V4. (a) Phosphene detection task. In half of the trials a train of microstimulation pulses was
delivered to V1 to evoke a phosphene at the retinotopic location of the RF of the
stimulated cells (green rectangle). The other half of the trials were without
microstimulation. After 500 ms the monkey reported the phosphene by making a
saccade to its previous location and the absence of a phosphene by making a saccade to the grey circle. (b) RFs of the stimulated V1 neurons and an example V4
recording site. Accuracy as function of current amplitude in an example recording
session in (c) Monkey B (d) MUA elicited at an example V4 recording site by V1
microstimulation in successive single trials. The open square illustrates the microstimulation epoch (5 pulses with an interval of 5 ms). (e) V4 population activity
on correct trials during V1 microstimulation at different current intensities. (f)
Miss fraction in V4 (ActivityMiss/ActivitySeen x 100%) for the different performance
categories (time window 0-150 ms) (g) Avg. V4 response elicited by currents below ӨLow (difficult, left), between ӨLow and ӨHigh (intermediate, middle) and higher
than ӨHigh (easy, right). Green curves (Seen-trials), Red curves (Miss-trials).
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session with currents above the perceptual threshold (usually 40-70 µA) and
adjusted the current until it was close to the threshold with a staircase method. As
expected, higher currents of the pulses increased the accuracy of both monkeys
(Fig. 5c). We again determined two thresholds, based on the psychometric curve
(ӨLow, accuracy=40% and ӨHigh, accuracy=80%) and divided current strengths in
three categories, easy, intermediate and difficult. The average ӨHigh was 17±4 µA
and 40±19 µA (mean ± s.d.) for monkeys B and C, respectively (Fig. S5).
During this task, we recorded MUA activity from V4 neurons with RFs that
overlapped with the RF of the stimulated V1 neurons (Fig. 5b) in a total of 84 V1V4 pairs (58 in monkey B and 26 in C). V1 microstimulation elicited activity in V4
with a temporal profile that resembled the response elicited by a visual stimulus
(Fig. 5c,d). As expected, higher V1 currents increased the V4 response (all ps <
0.05) (Fig. 5e). Interestingly, the V4-response to V1 microstimulation was reduced
or even abolished if V4 was simultaneously driven by visual stimulus, implying

substantial overlap between the pathways by which a visual stimulus reaches V4
and the V1 microstimulation effect (Fig. S6). Furthermore, V1 stimulation elicited
stronger activity in V4 recording sites that overlapped more with the receptive
field of the stimulated V1 neurons (Fig. S7a).
To investigate whether the efficiency of activity propagation from V1 to V4
predicts perception, we selected V4 recording sites with RFs that overlapped with
the RF of the stimulated V1 neurons and compared the activity between
‘Seen-trials’ and ‘Miss-trials’ with the same applied current. The V4 activity elicited

by V1 microstimulation was larger in ‘Seen-trials’ than in ‘Miss-trials’ in all three
categories of current strength (time window from 0-150 ms after stimulus onset;
paired t-test, all ps < 10-6) (Fig. 5g and Fig. S7b), which implies that the efficiency of
activity propagation from V1 to V4 predicts perception.
The ‘miss-fraction’, i.e. the percentage of the seen V4 response that
remained in miss trials, progressively increased from lower to intermediate currents (low 16%, intermediate 42%; t86=3.1, p < 10-3, NLow=47, NIntermediate=41) and
from intermediate to high currents (intermediate 42%, high 83%; t 106=9.26, p < 10
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-9,

NIntermediate=41, NHigh=67) (Fig. 5g), in both monkeys (Fig. S8). This implies that

information about these stronger currents must have been lost at higher
processing levels. Indeed, the stronger V1 currents in ‘Miss-trials’ of the easy
category (current>ӨHigh) elicited larger neuronal responses in V4 than the currents
in ‘Seen-trials’ of the difficult (current<ӨLow) and intermediate categories
(ӨLow<current<ӨHigh). This implies that the early V4 activity level by itself is a poor
predictor of whether a stimulus will reach consciousness. Interestingly, the initial
response in V4 was followed by a weak sustained response that persisted up to the
saccade, and was higher in ‘Seen-trials’ than in ‘Miss-trials’ (t83=2.62 p < 0.05), similar to the contrast detection task.
We conclude that the results of the phosphene detection task confirm that
the level in the cortical hierarchy at which activity is lost depends on the intensity
of the stimulus. Weak stimuli tend to get lost in the early visual pathways, whereas
stronger stimuli must be lost at higher hierarchical levels, including frontal cortex.

Discussion
The results of this study provide new insights into the mechanisms by
which information reaches awareness. We investigated activity propagation along
the cortical hierarchy and found that lapses in perception are caused by a failure of
the propagation of neuronal activity from lower to higher cortical areas. Our
results are in accordance with the global neuronal workspace model of conscious
perception4, which predicts that weak stimuli may not reach awareness and that
the determining factor is the efficiency of the feedforward propagation of activity
from lower to higher brain regions. According to this model, stimuli that cause
sufficient activity in higher areas cause a phase of “ignition”, characterized by
recurrent processing between lower and higher cortical areas 2. In line with this,
we found that a later processing phase was associated with enhanced activity in
area V1, V4 and dlPFC. This sustained activity presumably reflects recurrent interactions between widespread brain regions, which according the global workspace
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model, makes the visual information globally available4.
Our study is the first to demonstrate that the intensity of the stimulus
determines the level of the cortical hierarchy where most of the information about
non-perceived stimuli is lost. V1 activity distinguished between perceived and non
-perceived stimuli at all stimulus contrasts. However, if the stimulus was dim, the
decrease in activity for missed stimuli was more pronounced in V4 than in V1,
suggesting that further loss of activity occurred between V1 and V4. In contrast, if
perception failed for stronger stimuli, most of the information loss occurred
between V4 and frontal cortex (Fig. 4). The microstimulation experiment provided
direct support for this interpretation. We found that weak electrical stimuli in V1
that failed to elicit a phosphene only weakly activated V4 neurons, whereas stronger electrical stimuli that were not perceived activated V4 neurons strongly. This
implies that the information must have been lost in areas downstream from V4
(Fig. 5).

At first sight, our results deviate from a previous study that used weak
tactile stimuli19,20 and reported no relation between the awareness of tactile stimuli and neuronal activity in early areas of the somatosensory cortex of monkeys. The
study reported that differences between the representation of detected and missed
stimuli only emerged in the parietal and frontal cortex. In contrast, a study using
intracellular recordings in mice found that the initial response in the primary
somatosensory cortex did not discriminate between perceived and missed stimuli,
but that activity in a later phase predicted successful perception 26. The apparent

discrepancy between these previous studies and the present findings may be related to a difference between vision and tactile perception. There are many
processing steps in the retina and LGN before the visual information reaches V1
and we observed that even the earliest V1 spikes were predictive of conscious perception.
We observed that the information about missed strong stimuli is lost in
areas beyond V4. This is in agreement with previous findings where conscious perception may still fail if a stimulus is propagated to lower and mid-level cortical arepage | 181

as. One paradigm where this is observed is backward masking, where a strong
mask follows the stimulus. The mask is thought to cause a mismatch between the
representation of the stimulus in higher areas and the representation of the mask
in lower areas, thereby interfering with the recurrent “ignition” phase11,14,17,27–30.
Another paradigm is binocular rivalry, where a stimulus in one eye suppresses the
conscious perception of a stimulus in the other eye and where activity in higher
areas predicts conscious perception but the relationship between conscious perception and neuronal activity in lower visual areas is weaker 8–10. A third paradigm
is texture segregation where the feedforward drive of the visual cortical neurons is
always strong but perception relies on the recurrent interactions between lower
and higher brain areas. If the texture-defined figure is difficult to see and perception fails, the visually driven activity is maintained but the recurrent interactions
that are responsible for figure-ground segregation fail3.
Taken together, the new and previous results show that whether a stimu-

lus enters into awareness depends on a number of successive processing stages
whose configuration depends on the precise task. The stimulus first needs to reach
higher cortical areas and weak stimuli can therefore remain subliminal where it
gets lost in lower brain areas. However, even if the stimulus reaches the higher
visual areas it may still fail to initiate the recurrent interactions between higher
and lower areas that are necessary for the “ignition” stage that enables conscious
perception.

Methods
Surgeries and RF mapping
Five adult male monkeys participated in this study. We carried out V1 and V4 recordings in monkeys B (10 years old) and D (4 years old), microstimulation experiments in monkeys B and C (19 years old) and dlPFC recordings in monkeys E (17
years old) and J (10 years old). In a first operation, a head holder was implanted. In
a separate surgery, arrays of 4x5 or 5x5 electrodes (Blackrock Inc.) with a thickpage | 182

ness of 80 μm and a length of 1 or 1.5 mm were chronically implanted in areas V1
and V4 in monkeys B, C and D. These electrodes are most likely positioned in layers 4 and 5. All surgical procedures were performed under aseptic conditions and
general anesthesia and complied with the US National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts
and Sciences. Further details of the surgical procedures and the postoperative care
have been described elsewhere31,32.
We measured the RF dimensions of every V1 recording site by determining the onset and offset of the response to a slowly moving light bar for each of
four movement directions33. V4 RFs were mapped by presenting white squares (1°
x1°) on a grey background at different positions of a grid (1° spacing).
For the dlPFC recordings in monkeys E and J we performed a craniotomy
(stereotaxic coordinates: 21 mm anterior, and 17 mm lateral) and implanted a

titanium chamber (Crist Instruments) for electrophysiological recordings (right
hemisphere for monkey E and left hemisphere in monkey J). We measured RFs of
the dlPFC neurons with a delayed saccade task, presenting a visual stimulus (white
circle of 2° diameter) at one of eight locations at one of 8 locations (at 8° eccentricity) to determine the preferred direction. After 150 ms the visual cue was extinguished but the monkey maintained fixation for another 350 ms before the fixation
point was extinguished, cueing the monkey to make a memory guided
eye-movement into a target-window (4° diameter) centered on the previous visual

stimulus. Subsequently, we mapped the neurons’ preferred eccentricity in 4° steps.
The RFs of all recorded neurons in dlPFC were in the contralateral hemifield. The
dlPFC neurons were classified as having a visual response (26 out of 39 neurons)
when the ratio between the activity after stimulus onset (time window from stimulus onset to 300 ms after stimulus onset) and the standard deviation of the spontaneous activity was higher than 2. Similarly, dlPFC neurons were classified as
having a saccade response (13 out of 39 neurons) when the ratio between the ac-
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tivity at the time of saccade onset and the standard deviation of the spontaneous
activity was higher than 2.
Behavioral setup
The monkeys performed the tasks while seated in front of a 21-inch CRT
monitor with a refresh rate of 70 Hz and a resolution of 1024x768 pixels. The eye
position was monitored with a video based eye tracker (Thomas Recording) and
sampled at 250 Hz. A trial was initiated when the monkey had maintained his gaze
for 300 ms within a fixation window, 1.5° in diameter, centered on the fixation
point. The monkey obtained a juice reward at the end of each correct trial.
Contrast detection task
To estimate the detection threshold, we used a forced-choice, delayedsaccade task (Fig. 1a). On each trial, we presented a fixation point in the center of

the screen (size of 0.3° of visual angle) and a reject dot in the periphery (0.3° size).
We randomly selected 47.5% of the trials as visual stimulus trials. The duration of
the fixation period was randomized between 300-500 ms, according to a uniform
distribution (except in four sessions with monkey B with a fixed 300 ms fixation
epoch). After the fixation period, we presented a 2° visual stimulus for 50 ms at the
RF location. The other 47.5% of trials were no-stimulus trials, and 5% were used
to gauge the visual responsiveness of the neurons for normalization of activity (see
below). After an additional delay of 500 ms, the fixation dot became blue, cuing the

monkeys to make a saccade. The monkeys reported the presence of the stimulus by
making a saccade to its location and the absence of a stimulus by making a saccade
to the reject dot. The monkeys obtained a juice reward after correct trials. We
adjusted the contrast of the stimulus with a 3 up/1 down staircase procedure
(contrast steps between 0.4 and 1%) to ensure that the stimulus intensity was
near the threshold of visibility. The luminance of the background of the monitor
was 3.9 cd/m8 during recordings in monkey E, 9.4 cd/m8 during recordings in
monkeys B and D and 4.9 cd/m8 during recordings in monkey J. Contrast values
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were calculated using Weber contrast: (luminance stimulus – luminance background) / luminance background. During the contrast detection task we recorded
MUA at a total of 35 recording sites in V1 during (20 sessions; 9 sites in 8 sessions
in monkey B; 26 sites in 12 sessions in monkey D), a total of 37 recording sites in
V4 during 23 recording sessions (19 sites in 7 sessions in monkey B, 18 sites in 16
sessions in monkey D) and a total of 28 recording sites in dlPFC (15 in monkey E
and 13 in monkey J).
The mean ӨHigh (80% accuracy) across recording sessions for detecting
low contrast stimuli during the V1 recordings was 3.5±0.3% (mean±s.d.) for
monkey B and 5.1±1.3% for monkey D (Fig. 2). Mean threshold during the V4
recordings for monkey B was 4.3±0.8% and 3.4±0.3% for monkey D. The mean
contrast threshold during the dlPFC recordings was 6.9±1.2% for monkey E and
2.7±0.5% for monkey J. The mean false alarm rate across recording sessions for
detecting low contrast stimuli during the V1 recordings was 5.0±3.3% for monkey

B and 8.9±2.6% for monkey D. Mean false alarm rate during the V4 recordings for
monkey B was 5.3±2.4% for monkey B and 3.6±1.8% for monkey D. Finally, the
mean false alarm rate during the dlPFC recordings was 13.9±10.2% for monkey E
and 3.6±3.5% for monkey J.
To estimate the visual responsiveness of the V1 and V4 neurons we presented a high contrast homogeneous texture in 5% of the trials and we used the
response elicited by the texture for normalization of the activity. In these trials, the
monkeys maintained fixation. Neurons in dlPFC did not respond well to these

homogeneous textures. To estimate visual responsiveness in dlPFC we presented a
2° yellow square in 5% of trials, which was the target of an eye movement. We normalized the MUA (e.g. in Figs. 1, 3, 4 and 5) so that the level of activity before stimulus onset was 0 and the peak response elicited by the texture (or yellow square)
was 1 (Fig. S9).
Phosphene detection task
The phosphene detection task had a similar structure as the visual detecpage | 185

tion task, but now the monkeys had to report a phosphene elicited by a train of
microstimulation pulses applied to area V1. The duration of the fixation period was
300 ms. In 47.5% of the trials we applied five negative-first biphasic pulses of 400
μs duration (200 μs per phase) at a frequency of 200 Hz, through one of the V1
electrodes using a custom-made two-channel constant current stimulator. An
adjacent electrode on the same array was used for current return. We found that
the close proximity of the current source and sink in V1 decreases the magnitude
of the stimulation artifact in V4. The other 47.5% of trials were stimulus absent
trials without microstimulation. In both conditions, the monkeys maintained
fixation during a delay of 500 ms before the fixation dot became blue, cuing the
monkeys to make a saccade. This additional delay is advantageous, because it
excludes reflexive saccades that might be elicited by the direct activation of motor
structures like the superior colliculus 23,34. The monkeys reported the phosphene
by making a saccade to its location and the absence of a phosphene by making a

saccade to the reject dot (Fig. 5a). We used a 3 up/1 down staircase procedure
with a spacing between current amplitudes of 5 µA. In 5% of the trials we presented a homogeneous texture stimulus to measure the visual responsiveness of
neurons at the V4 recording sites and we used the response amplitude for normalization.
We tested different combinations of V1 stimulation electrodes with multiple V4 recording electrodes across sessions. The mean threshold for phosphene
detection across sessions was 17±4 µA for monkey B and 40±19 µA for monkey C

(Fig. S5). The mean false alarm rate across recording sessions was 10±6%
(mean±s.d.) for monkey B and 10±4% for monkey C.
Data acquisition and artifact removal
We recorded MUA in areas V1, V4 and dlPFC as the envelope of the signal
filtered between 500 and 5,000 Hz, as in previous studies 35–38. Specifically, we
made recordings with TDT (Tucker Davis Technology) recording equipment using
a high-impedance headstage (RA16AC) and a preamplifier (either RA16SD or PZ2)
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and we sampled the data at a rate of 24.4 kHz. We band-pass filtered the signal
(500 Hz- 5 kHz), full-wave rectified it and used a low-pass filter (200 Hz) to produce an envelope of the multi-unit activity (MUA). This MUA signal provides an
average of spiking activity of a number of neurons in the vicinity of the tip of the
electrode and the population response obtained with this method is therefore
expected to be identical to the population response obtained by pooling across
many single units35–38.
We developed an offline procedure to remove the microstimulation
artifact from the data at all recording sites (24.4 kHz). We synchronized the timing
of the microstimulation pulses to the clock of the data acquisition system, thus
ensuring that data samples were always taken at identical time points relative to
the microstimulation pulses. We computed the average shape of the stimulation
artifact at each recording site and subtracted the artifacts from the raw signal (Fig.
S10a,b). We then band-pass filtered and rectified the signal (Fig. S10c, as described

above), and removed a period of 1 ms (24 samples) centered on each pulse from
the signal to remove possible remnants of the artifacts (Fig. S10d). We used linear
interpolation to fill in the missing samples and low-pass filtered the signal to
compute the MUA. As control, we applied the same procedure to trials without
microstimulation, we found that it did not influence the shape or amplitude of the
MUA signal.
Data analysis

We computed the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of neurons at every recording site as the ratio between the peak response elicited by the full screen texture
(or yellow square) and the standard deviation of the spontaneous activity level
across trials. We only included recording sites with an SNR larger than 1 in the
analysis. In the visual stimulation experiments, we ensured that the neurons’
receptive fields fell on the visual stimulus, and for the MS experiments we only
included V4 recording sites with a RF that overlapped with the RF of the stimulated V1 neurons. We averaged the responses across sessions if a combination of V1
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and V4 electrodes was tested in multiple sessions so that every combination of V1
and V4 recording sites contributed at most a single data point to the statistics.
For each recording site, we calculated the average response for each
condition after subtracting the mean baseline response (300 ms before stimulus
onset). As described above, used the peak during the visual response (0-150 ms
after stimulus onset) that was evoked by a high contrast texture stimulus (or yellow square) for normalization (for example recording sites see Fig. S9).
In the comparison of ‘seen’ and ‘missed’ trials, we included only those
stimulus intensities in the analysis for which we obtained at least three Miss- and
Seen-trials. We separated the stimulus intensity into three categories, easy,
intermediate and difficult, based on two thresholds, ӨHigh (80% correct) and ӨLow
(40% correct) that we determined based on the psychometric curve in every
recording session. When multiple stimulus intensities fell in the same category, we
first calculated the average response in Seen and Miss trials for each intensity

before computing a weighted average across intensities, where the number of
missed trials per intensity determined the weighting, thereby ensuring that differences in the distribution of intensities between Seen and Miss trials did not invalidate the comparison. In a control analysis, we separated stimulus strength based
on d-prime, to determine the possible influence in variations of the false alarm rate
across sessions. In this analysis we subdivided the stimulus intensities in different
categories based on the d’ (d'=z_transform[hit rate]–z_transform[false alarm rate])
and replicated the main results (Fig. S4). For channels that showed a visual

response to the visual stimulus the miss-fraction was computed by Activitymiss/
Activityseen*100% in a time-window from stimulus onset to 300 ms after stimulus
onset.
Statistical tests
We used two-tailed one sample and paired t-tests.
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Supplementary figures

Figure S1. Average evoked activity in V1, V4 and dlPFC in the contrast detection task. Mean response (time window 0-300 ms after stimulus onset) for
‘Seen-trials’ (x-axis) and contrast-matched ‘Miss-trials’ (y-axis) across V1 (upper
panels), V4 (middle panels) and dlPFC (lower panels) recording sites in the different performance categories. The lower right panel illustrates mean evoked
responses of dlPFC neurons tuned to saccade direction (time window 0-200 ms
before saccade onset).
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Figure S2. Activity aligned on saccade onset in the visual detection task. (a)
Activity in V1 (left), V4 (middle) and dlPFC (right) aligned on saccade onset for
Seen-trials (green curves), contrastmatched Miss-trials (red), correct rejections
(black) and false alarms (blue). (b) Difference in activity between false alarms and
correct rejections in V1 (blue curve), V4 (orange) and dlPFC (red), aligned on stimulus onset.
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Figure S3. Data of individual monkeys in the visual detection task. (a) Activity in V1 in monkey D (upper panels) and monkey B (lower panels). (b) Activity in
V4 in monkey D (upper panels) and monkey B (lower panels). (c) Activity in dlPFC
in monkey E (upper panels) and monkey J (lower panels).
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Figure S4. Average activity in V1, V4 and dlPFC using d’ as selection criterion.
Activity in V1 (upper panels), V4 (middle panels) and dlPFC (upper panels) for
contrasts with d’ lower than 1.5 (left), between 1.5-2.5 (middle) and higher than
2.5 (right) for seen (green curves) and contrast-matched missed stimuli (red).

Figure S5. Phosphene thresholds. Distribution of phosphene thresholds
(accuracy of 80%) across recording sessions in two monkeys.
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Figure S6. Interaction between V1 microstimulation and the visual response.
(a) We selected the 25% of electrode combinations (N = 35) for which the
visual response occluded the influence of V1 microstimulation on V4 activity at the
50 ms SOA. The MS effect at -50 ms and 150 ms is pronounced and similar to the
result if all electrodes are included. (b) Difference between the V4 response with
and without microstimulation. Note the occlusion effect at an SOA of 50 ms, suggesting that microstimulation activates the same neurons as the visual stimulus.
(c) Comparison of effect sizes across SOAs across all electrode combinations
with a significant V1 microstimulation effect in V4 (N = 140). Magenta dots indicate the 35 units included in a and b.
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Figure S7 Activity in V4 in the phosphene detection task. (a) Population
activity for 50% of the V4 recording sites with most overlap with the RF of the
stimulated V1 neurons (solid lines) and the population activity for 50% of the V4
recording sites with least overlap with the RF of the stimulated V1 neurons
(dotted lines). (b) Mean evoked response (time window 0-150 ms after stimulus
onset) for ‘Seen-trials’ (x-axis) and ‘Miss-trials’ (y-axis) across V4 recording sites
in the different performance categories.
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Figure S8. Data of the two individual monkeys in the phosphene detection
task. V4 activity in monkey B (upper panels) and monkey C (lower panels) in
the different performance categories.

Figure S9. Responses to high contrast stimuli used for normalization of the
activity. Activity in V1 (a) and V4 (b) elicited at example recording sites in
response to of a full screen, high contrast homogeneous texture (gray curves). In
dlPFC (c) we presented salient 2° yellow square. Green curves, seen trials. Red
curves, missed trials from the contrast detection task. We used the activity elicited
by the high contrast stimuli for normalization of the MUA.
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Figure S10. Artifact removal. (a) Example experiment where we applied
microstimulation to V1 and recorded in V4. The stimulation artifacts are clearly
visible in the broadband signal at five example V4 recording sites (different
colors). Arrows illustrate the timing of the five pulses separated by 5 ms. Inset:
average shape of the artifact at one of the sites. (b) We subtracted the average
shape of the artifact at every recording site and in every trial. (c) A high pass filtering step (500 Hz cut off) was applied to remove the lowfrequency LFP signals. This
was followed by rectification (negative samples become positive). Note the
remnants of the artifacts. (d) We removed samples for a duration of 1 ms centered
on the pulses, and used linear interpolation to replace these samples. (e) A low
pass filter (200 Hz cut off) was applied to compute the MUA signal. Note that the
microstimulation artifacts have been completely removed.
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